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Abstract— Software companies spend over 50 percent of cost in dealing with software error. An inevitable step of fixing 

bugs is bug triage, which goal to correctly assigning a developer to a new bug. To reduce the time cost in manual work, text 

classification techniques are applied to conduct automatic bug triage. To address the problem of data reduction for bug 

triage, i.e., how to decrease the scale and improve the quality of bug information. To simultaneously decrease data scale on 

the bug dimension and the word dimension by combining insatance selection with feature selection. To determine the order 

of applying instance selection and feature selection, an extract attributes from historical bug data sets and build a predictive 

model for a new bug data set. This data reduction technique will effectively decrease the data and improve the accuracy of 

bug triage. 

 

Index Terms— Bug, Bug-triage, Source code, machine learning algorithm, Instance selection, Feature selection, Failure, 

Software Repositories. 

 

I. Introduction  

           Software change requests, such as bug fixes and new function, are an integral part of software evolution and maintenance.  

Effectively suppor software changes is essential to provide a sustainable large-quality evolution of large-scale software systems.  

One of the change management problem that has increase a wide attention in the last few years is the automatic support for 

recommending expert developers to address change requests.Mining software repositories aims to employ data mining to deal with 

software engineering issue. In modern soft- ware development, software repositories are large-scale databases for storing the output 

of software development, e.g., source code, bugs, emails, and specifications. 

  Traditional software analysis is not complete suitable for the large-scale and complex data in software repositories. Data 

mining has emerged  to handle software information. By leveraging data mining techniques, mining software repositories can 

uncover interesting information in software repositories and solve real- world software problems. A bug repository  plays an main 

role in managing software bugs. Software bugs are unavoidable and fixing bugs is expensive in software development. There are 

two challenges related to bug information that may affect the effective use of bug repositories, namely the high scale and the low 

quality. A large number of new bugs are stored in bug repositories, due to the daily-reported bugs. Taking an open source project, 

Eclipse , as an example, an average of 30 new bugs are reported to bug repositories per day in 2007; from 2001 to 2010, 333,371 

bugs have been reported to Eclipse by over 34,917 developers and users. It is a challenge to manually examine such large-scale bug 

data in soft- ware development. On the other hand, software techniques suffer from the low quality of bug data. Two typical 

characteristics of low-quality bugs are noise and redundancy. Noisy bugs may mislead related developers  while redundant bugs 

waste the minimum time of bug handling. 

. 

II.  Motivation 

 

        A small-scale and large-quality set of bug data can be obtained by removing bug reports and words, which are redundant or 

non-informative. This is called the Data reduction in Bug triage. Bug triage is an age-old technique that is used to handle the 

software bugs, whose utilization can often be time consuming. Bug triage aims to assigning a correct developer to fix a new bug. 

In traditional software development, new bugs are manually triaged by an expert developer, i.e., a human triage. Due to the large 

number of daily reported bugs and the lack of knowledge of all the bugs, manual bug triage is expensive in time cost and also results 

in low accuracy. In proposed system avoid expensive cost of manual bug triage and it can be used to assist human triggers rather 

than replace them. It is helpful to improve the data quality and the cost of prediction is not expensive. This system is helpful for 

analysts for analysis of results. It is helpful for better decision making and more accurate prediction. 

 

III. Objectives 

The data reduction along with bug triage has this objective, 

   1) Decreasing the data scale 

   2) Improve the accuracy of bug triage 
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   3) Assure new errors  is assigned to expert developer. 

   4) To decrease the number of instances by removing noisy and redundant instances. 

    5) A reduced data set by removing non-representative instances. 

 

IV. EXISTING SYSTEM 

 

A time-consuming step of handling software bugs is bug triage, which aim is to assign a correct developer to fix a new bug. In 

conventional software development, new bugs are manually triaged by an expert developer, i.e., a human triage. Due to the large 

number of daily bugs and the lack of expertise of all the bugs, manual bug triage is costly in time cost and low in accuracy. To 

reduce the time cost in manual work, text classification techniques are applied to conduct automatic bug triage in proposed system. 

VI. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

Fig1. System Architecture 

    In fig1. we propose how to decrease the bug information to save the work cost of developers and improve the quality to facilitate 

the process of bug triage. Data reduction for bug triage expects to build a small-scale and large-quality set of error data by removing 

bug reports and words which are not informative and redundant. We use existing techniques of instance selection and feature 

selection to decrease the bug dimension and the word dimension. The reduced bug data contain less bug reports and fewer words 

than the original bug data and provides same information over the original bug data. Proposed system is evaluating the reduced bug 

data, which are size of a data set and the correctness of bug triage. 

In the proposed system the input is in the form of bug data set.   The bug data set consists of bug report and the details of the 

developer who have worked on the respective bug. The bug report is mainly separated in two parts: 

1. Summary and 

2. Description 

The proposed system gives predicted results in the form of output. There are two types of users in the proposed system: 

1. Developer 

2. Tester 

      In bug dimension we reduce noisy or duplicate bug report to decrease the number of historical bug. In word dimension to reduce 

noisy and duplicate words. In the system bug triage use to predict the correct developer who can fix the bugs. We follow existing 
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work of developer to solve the problem of fixing bugs. We predict a new bug to the developer by his/her expertise. In system bug 

repositories, several developers only fixed very few bugs. Such inactive developer does not provide sufficient information for 

assignment correct developers. In proposed system we eliminate the developers, who have fixed less than 10 bug. 

1. Bug triage: 

  In bug triage, a bug data set is converted into a text matrix with two dimensions, namely the bug dimension and the word dimension. 

Each row of the matrix indicates one bug report while each column of the matrix indicates one word. 

2. Classification: 

   We are going to use classification techniques to take the input data set and divide it under different classification label to form the 

sets. We can do classification using supervised and unsupervised learning. 

3. Data reduction 

  To reduce the scale of bug data sets as well as improve the data quality. 

4. Word dimension: 

  To remove noisy duplicate words in a data set. By removing uninformative words we can improves the accuracy of bug triage. 

5. Bug dimension: 

  To remove uninformative bug reports as soon as the accuracy may be decreased by removing bug reports. 

VII. Implementation 

 

For implementation of project, we used following softwares: 

• Eclipse Oxygen 

• Mysql 

• Apache Tomcat 

• SqlLog 

 

We use Eclipse Oxygen in client side. Regardless of your operating system, you will need to install some Java virtual machine (JVM). 

You may either install a Java Runtime Environment (JRE), or a Java Development Kit (JDK), depending on what you want to do 

with Eclipse. If you intend to use Eclipse for Java development, then you should install a JDK. If you aren’t planning to use Eclipse 

for Java development and want to save some disk space, install a JRE.We use mysql and Apache tomcat in server side. 

 

Screenshots of implemented system:- 

 

1) Front Page
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Fig 2.Admin Login 
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VIII. Conclusion  

 

      The goal was to achieve the system which will decrease the human effort in software development to assigning the bugs to the 

respective developers. Our proposed Bug Triage System approximately try to achieve the same one. Proposed system focused on 

reducing bug data set in order to have less scale of data and storage. For that we have used feature selection and instance selection 

techniques of data mining as well as we have used Naïve bayes classifier for classification. Our experimental results showed that 

this data reduction technique will give correct data as well as it will reduce the data scale. 
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